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CASTLE INCUBATORS

Facts That Prove Their Superior Quality

1° ± Uniformity: Never more than one degree variation between top and bottom of chamber.

1/5 to 1/10° ± Constancy: Never more than a fraction of a degree variation at the thermometer. This accuracy of temperature holds up to a room temperature of 95° F.

98% Usable Capacity: Practically no space in chamber is wasted by heaters or controls. Four removable shelves.

Air Circulation: Fresh circulating air is admitted thru tube that passes thru water jacket. Thus air is pre-heated.

Quality: Incubator is triple walled—outer jacket for air, inner for water. 20 to 24 oz. copper used. Positive electric regulator, capsule type. Heaters are nichrome wire or mica, bolted to bottom. Two outer doors are air jacketed, inner doors are glass.

Write for Incubator bulletin.
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